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ABSTRACT 
Few years ago H. Davis established a relativity principle in quantum 

theory. A quantum relativity theory formulated in terms of Davis' quantum 
relativity principle is outlined. The first task in this theory as in clas
sical relativity theory is to model space-time, the arena of natural pro
cesses. It is argued that the quantum space-time models of Banal introduced 
in an other paper is formulated in terms of Davis' quantum relativity. Then 
it is shown that the recently proposed classical relativistic quantum theory 
of Prugoveckl and his corresponding classical relativistic quantum model of 
space-time oven the way to introduce, in a consistent way,the quantum space-
time model (tne "canonically quantised Minkowski space") of Banal proposed 
in the paper mentioned. The main new aspect of the quantum mechanics of the 
quantum relativistic particles, in this model of space-time, is that it pro
vides a true mass eigenvalue problem, and that the excited mass states of 
such particles can be interpreted as classically relativistic (massive) quan
tum particles ("elementary particles") . The question of field theory over 
quantum relativistic models of sp&ce-time is also discussed. Finally it is 
suggested that "quarks" should be considered as quantum relativistic par
ticles. 

АННОТАЦИЯ 
Несколько лет назад N. Дэвис установил принцип относительности в кванто

вой теории. Используя этот принцип квантовой относительности в общих чертах 
были определены рамки теории квантовой относительности. Как и в классической 
теории относительности, первой задачей является разработка модели пространст
ва-времени, т.е. арены протекаьия ечл-ественных процессов. Показано, что вве
денные в нашей более ранней статье модели квантового пространства-времени мо
гут сыть сформулированы с использованием принципа квантовой относительности 
Дэвнса. Затем показано, что классически релятивистическая квантовая теория 
Пруговечки и относящаяся к ней модель классически релятивистического кванто
вого пространства-времгми открывают возможность консистентного введения пред
ложенной нами в упомянутой выше статье модели квантового пространства-времени. 
Главной чертой квантовой механики квантовс-релятивнстических частиц является 
т.? обстоятельство, что появляется действительная проблема собственного значе
ния массы, и генерированные у этих частиц собственные состояния масс могут сыть 
интерпретированы как классические релятивистические (массовые) квантовые час
тицы (элементарные частицы). Обсуждаются также вопросы теории поля над мо
делью квантового релятивистического пространства-времени. В конце дается пред
ложение о том, чтобы "кварки" считать квантово-релятиаистическими частицами. 

KIVONAT 
Pár évvel ezelőtt M. Davis relativitás elvet állapított meg a kvantumel

méletben. Ezt a kvantumrelativitás elvet használva, körvonalazunk egy kvan-
tumrelatívi^ás-elmélet kereteit. Mint a klasszikus relativitáselméletben, az 
első feladat a természeti folyamatok arénájának, a téridőnek a modellezése. 
Megmutatjuk, hogy egy másik cikkünkben bevezetett kvantum-téridő modelleket 
a Davis-féle kvantumrelativitás elv alkalmazásával fogalmazhatjuk meg. Ezután 
kimutatjuk, hogy Prugoveíki klasszikusan relativisztikus kvantumelmélete és 
a hozzátartozó klasszikusan relativisztikus kvantum-téridő modellje megnyit
ja az utat az emiitett cikkben javasolt kvantum-téridő modellünk konzisztens 
bevezetése előtt. A kvantumrelativisztikus részecskék kvantummechanikájának 
fő vonása, hogy valódi tömegsajátérték-problémát szolgáltat, és az ilyen ré
szecskék gerjesztett tömegeaját-állapotai klasszikusan relativisztikus (tö
meges) kvantumrészecskékként (elemirészecskékként) interpretálható*. A tér
idő kvantumrelativisztikus modelljei fölötti térelmélet kérdését szintén disz
kutáljuk. Végül javasoljuk, hogy a "kvarkokat" kvantumrelativisztikus részecs
kékként tekintsük. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

Six years ago M. Davis [13] established a relativity prin
ciple in quantum (q) theory. He interpreted complete Boolean al
gebras of projections in a Hilbert space as Boolean reference 
frames relative to which q measurements are made. Then the showed 
that the formalism of q theory is interpretable in terms of this 
relativity principle, furthermore he suggested that the quanti
zation of a classical (c) theory means nothing than the applica
tion of appropriate Boolean valuations to the sentences of the 
theory, according to the work of G. Takeuti [46]. As a suggestion 
for further work he posed: 

"If quantum theory embodies a relativity principle, it surely 
interacts wit' the other basic relativity principles. Thus, there 
should be a relativity theory combining special relativity and 
quantum theory in which the underlying group combines (perhaps 
as a direct product) the Lorentz and the unitary groups." 

According to this discovery and deep guess one may expect 
that a relativity theory can be constructed, which uses, as basic 
principle, the relativity principle of q theory (we call this 
principle q relativity principle, while the relativity principle 
of Einstein с relativity principle), the space-time in this q 
relativity theory should be built up by applying the q relativ
ity principle. Then this q relativistir ''pace-time should combine 
with the special (c) relativistic spa -time (e.g., in a way as 
indicated in the guess, i.e., the underlying symmetry group would 
be the direct product of the Lorentz and the unitary groups) and 
the results of the corresponding hybrid particle mechanics should 
manifest themselves in the elementary particle phenomenology in a 
clear way. 

We discuss in this paper the possibility of this q relativ
ity theory with the corresponding q models of space-time based 
on q relativity principle, examples of q space-time models, one 
particle mechanics in q space-time with the cq and с limit, and 
field theory over q space-time models. In connection with the 
Davis' guess we shall present a "superrelativietic" ([13] p.869) 
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particle model in which the underlying space-time combines Minkowski 4 space-time M and a q space-time model, the symmetry group is a 
direct product of the Poincaré and unitary groups. The correspond
ing hybrid particle mechanics finds application in hadron physics 
with a good experimental support. 

We start the discussion with some general considerations. 
One of the basic tenets of modern physical theories (c rela

tivity and q theory) is the operationa1ity. This is "the distinc
tion between the classical logic and geometry of Poincaré and the 
operational geometry of Einstein and logic of Bohr and von Neumann" 
(Finkelstein [18]). However, in the operational definition of 
space-time Einstein uses classical physical concepts, he.assumes 
с test particles in the definition and completely ignores the 
quantum phenomena. The operationality of Heisenberg brings to the 
light a basically new aspect of nature which is embodied in the 
Heisenberg 's uncertainty principle, a principle completely being 
absent from с physics. This principle is the distinction between 
с mechanics and q mechanics. Therefore, one must distinct the ope
rationality of Einstein from the operationality of Heisenberg, the 
former may be called с operationality while the latter q opera
tionality. Having regard to this fact and to the general consensus 
in that respect that q physics is more basic than с physics, one 
should not be surprised at the failures of conventional approaches 
to reconcile (classical) relativity theory and quantum theory. In 
conventional relativistic q theory people had tried to set up a 
q theory over а с operationally defined underlying space-time. 
This paradoxial feature of the conventional theory, of course, is 
not cured by the rejection of the clearcut operational foundations 
of с relativity theory in spite of the retention of its mathemat
ical apparatus which attitude is consciously or unconsciously 
adopted by the majority of physicists. This is evident taking into 
acount the fact that even on the purely formal leval well-known 
fundamental inconsistencies are in evidence already when coupling 
q mechanics with special relativity into conventional relativistic 
q mechanics (see [34]). Conventional quantum local field theory 
(QLFT), where §P is regarded only as a parameter space, much more 
resembles to a hidden variable theory than to an operationally 
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well defined q theory. Thus the appearance of divergences should 
not be so surprising for us. 

Cegfa and Jadczyk [12] studied the causal structure of the с 
operationally defined И from a q logical point of view and found 
that the causal lattice of M is an irreducible complete ortho-
modular atomic lattice. Consequently, it is very close to a pure 
q propositional lattice of Piron [32], it satisfies all the axioms 
of a q propositional system but the covering law [32]. The content 
of this law plays a central role in q physics as was pointed out 
by Piron [32], thus from a q logical viewpoint, we may express the 
difference between с operátionality of Einstein and q operational-
ity of Heisenberg that the former altogether ignore the covering 
law. On the other hand, in this context the fact that the causal 

4 
lattice of M does not fall apart into the direct sum of dis
tributive lattices as in the case of Galilean space-time [11] but 
being a pure (irreducible) coherent lattice may express the dif
ference between the operational geometry of Einstein and absolute 
geometry of Galilei and Newton. 

Starting with the outline of an axiomatic framework to ap
proach general space-time models we introduced in [2] q space-
time models with the assumption that the causal lattice of the 
space-time of a q physical system is a q propositional system of 
Piron 132 ]. This assumption is clearly motivated by the above 

4 described difference between the causal lattice of И and a q 
propositional lattice. In this way we could arrive at q models 
of space-time which would be q operationally based and the defi
ciency that с physics has с operationally based models of space-
time while q physics does not have q operationally Ьаьеа models 
for space-time would be resolved. Furthermore, in the CROC-valued 
propositional system (L,t,V),of [1] for a QLFT the lattice of 
values i of local propositions L would be then interpretable as 
the causal lattice of the corresponding q space-time model, so 
in this approach QLFT would be set up over a q operationally based 
background space-time. Consequently, the paradoxial feature of 
conventional QLFT mentioned above would be also resolved. 

Recently Б. Prugovecki [34,35,36,40] proposed a different 
kind of q space-time operationally based on propagators for stochas
tically extended test particles. According to Einstein's original 
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conceptualization that the structure of space-time is not embodied 
in any a priori mathematical model, rather it reflects spatio-
temporal relationships (defined in terms of measurements procedures 
involving test particles and light signals), he used q rather than 
с test particles in the recent operational definition of с space-
time [14,53]. Thus this q space-time is physically defined as the 
totality of all flows of q test particles in free fall, the role 
of test particle trajectories is taken over by propagators. Here 
q test particles are associated with irreducible stochastic phase 
space representations of the Poincaré' group [34,40]. (The particles 
can be consistently interpreted as stochastically extended par-4 tides in И .) In this q space-time the с notion of determinictic 
inertial frames is replaced by that of stochastic frames marked 
by extended particles. The same particles are used both as markers 
of q space-time points as well as natural clocks, each species of 
q test particles thus providing a standard for space-time measure
ments. The introduced coordinate.values are stochastic rather than 
deterministic, the afore-mentioned propagators providing probabil
ity amplitudes describing fluctuations of measured coordinates 
around their mean values. Prugove£ki [34,40] showed that on a fun
damental epistemological level stochastic geometries emerge as 
essential prerequisites in construction of space-time models that 
would be operationally based and yet consistent with the с rela
tivity principle as well as the uncertainty principle. In other 
words, consistent с relativistic q space-time (cq space-time) 
models require stochastic geometries as mathematical framework. 

At first sight this kind of q space-time models seems basi
cally diffprent from our (q relativistic) q space-time models. 
However, we shall see in sec. 3. that our q relativietic space-
time model proposed as a canonical example for q space-time 
models in [2] is intrinsically related to the cq flat space-time 
model of PrugoveŐki [34,40]. The с relativistic Minkowsky q 
space-time of Prugovecki represents the bridge in between our q 
relativietic space-time model and the с relativistic Minkowski 
space time model. 

In sec. 2. we present the q relativity principle of Davis 
[13] and show that the q space-time models in [2] can be for
mulated in terms of this q relativity principle, and that the 
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concepts and notions of с relativity theory have clearcut repre
sentatives in q relativity theory. In sec. 3. we give two examples 
for q space-time models, the first is that of Snyder [44] and the 
second is that of Banai [2]. In the latter model» the one particle 
mechanics is briefly discussed and the relation between the cq 
space-time of PrugoveSki [34,40] and this q space-time model is 
shown. Furthermore, a "superrelativistic" model for hadrons is 
briefly presented. Sec. 4. is devoted to the study of field theory 
over q space-time models, especially to a brief discussion of the 
canonical quantization of fields over the q space-time model in 
[2]. In sec. 5., in the concluding remarks, we shall tabulate the 
main philosophical suggestion of the paper and briefly discuss 
the quark hypothesis in the light of q relativity theory advocated 
in this paper. 

Finally to this point we note that this work is a detailed 
exposition of the theses of the paper [б]. 

2. QUANTUM SPACE-TIME MODELS BASED ON QUANTUM RELATIVITY 
PRINCIPLE 

Let H be a Hubert space with the inner product <l>. Then ?a 
* P(H) denotes the set of closed linear subspaces of H, or equiv-
alently the set of all orthogonal projectors in H. As is well-
known, У is a complete orthomodular atomic lattice satisfying the 
covering law, i.e.,? is a q propositional system in the terminol
ogy of Piron [32]. Let *> be a complete Boolean sublattice of P . 
Then (S) denotes the set of all self-adjoint operators A in H such 
that all projectors in the spectral resolution of A belong to » . 
G. Takeuti [46,47,48] has developed the S -valued analysis in the 
S-valued models of axiomatic set theory [24], and has found that 
the real numbers in the S>-valued analysis correspond to the self-
adjoint operators in (&). N. Davis [13] commenting on this dis
covery of Takeuti suggested that this is the mathematical source 
of the replacement of real quantities by operators in quantizing 
а с description, and that q theory involves a relativity principle 
with complete Boolean algebras £> serving as reference "frames". 
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As in special relativity theory, assume that all measurements 

are relative to the frame of observation. In special relativity 

the appropriate kind of frame is the inertial frame. In q theory, 

as proposed by Davis [13], it is a complete Boolean algerba of 

projectors Ä, a "Boolean frame". Compatible observables correspond 

to pairwise commuting self-adjoint operators in H, there is a 

complete Boolean algebra S> in ? such that (£>) contains all such 

operators. Such an algebra 2> is a Boolean reference frame with 

respect to which the q measurements are being made. Then Davis 

proposed the following conceptual framework for quantizing а с 
theory: Suppose that we have given a collection of sentences of 
the language of set theory which express various relationships 
among real physical quantities. Some of these sentences express 
the basic physics. Others express properties of specific physical 
systems including measurement-apparatus. In particular, some sen
tences may express the result of a measurement. The correctness 
of the description of reality given by the sentences ф can be 
stated as the Boolean (truth) value of ф, 1ф], is equal to the 
indentity 1 of ? for any complete Boolean algebra V> in 5*. Thus 
in this approach "quantizing" а с theory simply involves applying 
appropriate Boolean valuations to the sentences of the theory. 

We note that Davis has shown that the well-known anomalies 
relating to measurement of complementary observables in this ap
proach appear no more paradoxial than the relative character of 
measurements of space or time in special relativity. 

Table 1 shows by a comparison with special relativity how 
q theory is to be regarded as a relativity theory, as proposed 
by M. DaviP [13]. We already mentioned the analogy between in
ertial frames and Boolean frames. In special relativity theory, 
the Lorentz transformations gives the relationship between 
measurements made from certain corresponding frames. One example 
of such a transformation in q theory is the Fourier transform, 
which establishes a similar correspondence between "position 
space" and "momentum space". Generally, complete Boolean algebras 
Ъ in P are connected by unitary operators in H [49]. Thus the 
analog of the Lorentz group is the unitary group. The state vec
tors • InH are invariants independent of the frame, hence anal
ogous to the Minkowski metric, or more precisely, to the events 
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of Minkowski space M , because the notion of "events", in special 
relativity, such as the collition of two particles, denotes some
thing absolute, entirely independent of the reference frame of 
the observer, as is quoted from M. Jammer by M. Davis [13] . 

In summary, the q relativity principle of M. Davis involves 
the following concepts: Boolean frames 5b in 5* as q equivalent of 
inertial frames, "q inertial frames" (or simply "q reference 
frames") unitary transformations in H as coordinate transforma
tions between q reference frames; the unitary group of H as the 
symmetry group of q coordinate transformations; state vectors 
4>€H as q equivalent of events, "q events"; the Hilbert space H 

4 as the q substitute of the с event space M , "q event space". 
Now, in [2] we outlined an axiomatic framework to approach 

general space-time models, aiming at to resolve, at least partly, 
the deficiency in q loqical approach to q theory that these ap
proaches completely lack models of space-time geometry as was 
noted by Finkelstein [19]. We called, in this framework, those 
models of space-time to which irreducible q propositional sys
tems of Piron [13] belong as (relativistic) causal logic q space-
times. According to this approach a space-time model is deter
mined by the corresponding causal logic I; events in the space-
time model are the atoms of l, symmetries are generated by the 
automorphisms of I, the event space is the space which realizes £ 
via its "power structure", two events are causally connected 
(disconnected) if they are non-compatible (compatible). When l 
is an irreducible q propositional system then, by the results 
of Piron, i is realizable, disregarding some exceptional cases, 
by a 9(H) where H is a (generalized) Hilbert space [13]. 
Events are represented in H by rays and, if H is a complex 
Hilbert space of at least dimension 3, by the Wigner theorem, sym
metries are generated by unitary (or anti-unitary) operators in 
H. Two events are causally connected (disconnected) if <ф,|ф2>^ 
t 0 (=0) for the vectors in the corresponding rays. Nov/, if we 
interprets complete Boolean algebras 3b in V(H) as Boolean ref
erence frames ("q reference frames"), then we see that the q 
space-time models in [2] can be formulated in terms of q rela
tivity principle of M. Davie. Therefore we can call these space-
time models q relativistic space-time models. 
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Note that the set of atoms of a maximal Boolean algebra in 
9(H) determines a maximal set of causally disconnected events, 
because it is generated by a complete orthonormal basis of H. 
Thus such a set of atoms determines a "space-like hyper surface" 
in the corresponding q relativistic space-time. The complete or
thonormal basis defines the coordinate.system in the event space 
H for the corresponding Boolean reference frame of the observer. 

Let us consider the equivalent in q relativity theory of 
some of the main concepts of с relativity theory. 
(a) Eventst The very meaning of events can be understood from 
the following observation of Einstein([15] p 117) t "All our space-
time verifications invariably amount to a determination of space-
time coincidences", which in turn are "meetings of the materiel 
points of our measuring instruments with other material points",-
A vector ф of H can be determined by the measurement of a com
plete set of compatible observables of the q object (materia: 
point), e.g. in position representation ф is determinable via t». 
measurement of the position operators. This measurement is cer
tainly a "meeting of the material points of our measuring instru
ment " with the q object. Hence ф is determinable with a "stochas
tic event" and conversely ф prescribes a measuring process, the 
possibility of a "stochastic event" for the q obect (i.e., in 
keeping with Finkelstein [20], ф is a predicat vector for the q 
object) . Taking into account that ф is completely independent 
of the Boolean frames the q equivalent of с event is consistent 
with the original concept of Einstein. The only difference is 
that a q event ia stochastic rather than deterministic according 
to the stochastic interpretation of q theory [50], and in this* 
way it is in accordance with the stochastic events of the cq 
space-time model of Prugoveiki [34,40] (cf. sec. 3, example (2)). 
(b) localityt The locality in с relativity theory means that the 
law of nature relates each event only to those in its immediate 
causal neighborhood [18]. The appropriate concept in q relativ
ity theory may be the following: locality means that the law of 
nature relates each q event ф only to those in its Immediate 
causal neighborhood, i.e., to those ф'€Н for which <ф|ф'> + О and 
II Ф * Ф' || <e,e being an infinitesimal positive number1. 
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(с) particlesi As q objects, the particles cannot be viewed as 
material points following a world line, but rather, in keeping 
with Heisenberg's [23] and Wigner's [51] observations, as con
structs empirically associated with operational procedure for 
measuring position and momentum, and theoretically associated 
with irreducible representations of the symmetry group of the 
applicable relativity. In с relatlvistic q physics these are 
Galilei's or Einstein's special relativity with the Galilei 
or Poincaré groups, respectively. In q relatlvistics physics, 
this is Davis' relativity with the unitary group as .«Aietry 
group. If the space defining the unitary group G is the infinite 
dimensional (complex) Hilbert space H then H carries trivialy an 
irreducible representation of G. If the system of self-adjoint 
operators (P,X) in H is an irreducible system (in the sense that 
any other bounded operator in H which commute with all of the 
members of (P,X) is the scalar multiply of the identify) , then 
we can (roughly) say that the self-adjoint generators of G are 
the functions of (P,X), and the basic observable of the g par
ticle are represented by the operators (P,X) . Any ota .* observ
able of the q particle is the function of the operators (P,X), 
and, in accordance with the modern theoretical concept of 
defining an observable for a physical object [13], each ob
servable of the g particle is associated with a one parameter 
subgroup of the symmetry group G of the g particle. Inner degrees 
of freedom for the g particle associated with (finite dimensional) 
unitary groups, such as spin, charge, color etc., can be in a 
straightforward way incorporated into this consideration. (In this 
case G is a direct product of an infinite dimensional and finite 
dimensional unitary groups.) The situation now is simile*, to а с 

4 particle in M . In keeping with Finkelstein [20], the с event 
space H describee the set of possible coordinates of the с par
ticle with respect to a particular с reference frame and the sym-

4 metry group of M describes the possible geometrical symmetries 
4 

of the с particle. (Sometimes И is called the configuration 
space of the с (cq) particle (e.g., see ([16] p.277)).) Now the 
q event space H describes the set of possible coordinates of the 
a particle with respect to a particular g reference frame and G 
describes the possible geometrical symmetries of the g particle. 
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(On the analogy of И , we may call H the configuration space of 
the q particle») The arena of the existence for the с particle is 

4 
the manifold И , while the arena of the existence for the q par
ticle is the projective geometry represented by H. Thus, in this 
way, we obtain the first, one particle meaning of g relativistic 
space-time with event space H. 

Now, let q,, q2,... be a finite or countably i;\T..nite col
lection of q particles with separable Hubert sp;«ce« H,, H,, ..., 
respectively. Then we can describe this collection of q particles 
by joining them into a coherent q system via the tensor product 
of the Hilbert spaces H., H2» ..., H =» *i£X Hi* (Recall that the 
situation is completely the same as in с relativistic particle 
physics where one uses a separate Minkowski space-time for each 
constituent particle of a composed n-particle system, and the 
configuration space ("space-time") of the system is the cartesian 
product of the individual Minkowski spaces (cf. [41] p.1791). The 
arena of the existence for the coherent system of q particles is 
the projective geometry represented by the separable Hilbert space 
H • H c is the event space of the q relativistic space-time model 
for the coherent system of q particles. H c and H^, i « 1,2,..., 
are unitarily isomorphic and generally the same holds true for q 
relativistic space-time models with separable Hilbert spaces as 
their event spaces (following from the well-known fact that any 
two separable Hilbert spaces are unitarily isomorphic). Accord
ing to the definition of a q particle we can identity it in an 
arbitrary given q space-time model with event space H' with the 
irreducible representation of the unitary group G in H' which 
6 defines the q particle. (We shall discuss the field theoretic 
meaning of q space-time in sec. 4.) 

In this large variety of possible q particles and q relativ
istic space-time models we will need, of course, further prin
ciples and hypotheses to select concrete, phenomenologically in
teresting and allowable models and particles, 
(d) covarlance t According to the с concept of coveriance the q 
equivalent of covariance means that a formula Ф which describes 
a natural law must have the same form in all Boolean reference 
frames. Then this principle yields that ф must be expressed in 
terms of linear (self-adjoint) operators in H or of the vectors 
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of H, e.g., Ф may be an operator equation or an eigenvalue equa
tion. The statements of q physics are obviously formulated ac
cording to this q covarlance'principle. 
(e) invariance: In с relativity invariance means that a property 
is invariant under Poincaré transformations, e.g., Lorentz met
ric, proper time, rest mass. Then in q relativity invariance 
means that a property is invariant under unitary transformations. 
Such invariants are, for example, the Hilbert space metric and 
the eigenvalues of a self-adjoint operator with a discrete spec
trum. 

He outlined the general concepts and framework of a q rela
tivity theory and of q relativistic space-time models in this 
section, in the next one we give example for q relativistic space-
time models. 

We note finally to this point that Takeuti [49] recently gen
eralized the »-valued models of set theory to 5^-valued models, 
i.e. to models in which the truth values are taken to be the el
ements of the predicate algebra P . He calls this theory q set 
theory and shows that (a) a resonable set of axioms are satisfied 
in these models and (b) the real numbers in these models corre
spond to the self-adjoint operators in H. Then it is clear that 
(a) all Boolean reference frames in x are involved in one uni
verse, in the universe v* ' of the ? -valued model and (b) the 
appropriate language for Davis' conceptual framework to quantize 
а с theory is provided by the q set theory of Takeuti[49]. Hence 
the language of q relativity theory we advocate in this paper may 
be also provided by Takeuti's q set theory. У may be regarded as 
the causal logic of the q relativistic spare time model with event 
space H and thus the universe V w ' would be eventually constructed 
over this q space-time model (cf. sec. 4. and [4]). 

3. EXAMPLES FOR QUANTUM SPACE-TIMES 

The first example for q space-time models we discuss here is 
that of Snyder [44]. 
(1) Snyder proposed a q space-time model which is invariant under 
Lorentz transformations in the following sense, (We use the natu
ral units (n » с • 1) in what follows.) 
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t * x , ж,» х- and x 3 are self-adjoint operators for the 
space-time coordinates of a particular Lorentz frame; the spec
trum of each of these operators is composed of the possible re
sults of a measurement of the corresponding quantity; the oper
ators x (p = 0, ...,3) are such that the spactra of operators 
x' formed by taking linear combinations of x , which leave the 
quadratic form s = x xv invariant, are the same as the spectra 
of x . 

In other words, Snyder assumed that the spectra of x are 
invariant under Lorentz transformat:ions. This assumption is sat
isfied by the с space-time continuum, but this is not the only 
solution. Snyder gave operators x^ expressed in terms of the co
ordinates in a de-Sitter continuum, such that x has a continu
ous spectrum Ю, while each of the x^, x 2 and x 3 has a spectrum 
consisting of the characteristic value ma, where m=0,+l,+2,... 
and a is a natural unit of length. The spectrum of each of the 
operators x and x is infinitely degenerate. Let p and £ be the 
energy and 3-momentum operators, respectively, such that 

[р м, p v] = 0 (3.1) 

Furthermore, let the angular momentum operator M be difined by 
the usual formula, i.e., M = x p - x p . Then A and p sat-
isfies the following commutation relations: 

[Ä ,p ] • i(g p - g P ) (3.2) 

[M ,M J » i(g M + g M + g M + g Й ) (3.3) 
1 pv' paJ vp yo 'ya vp ^pp av эо\> pp 

The Lie algebra (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) are exactly the Lie al
gebra of the Poíncaré group. Then we may express the Lorentz in-
variance of the model by the fact that the infinitesimal gener
ators M u v | of the Lorentz group commute with the quadratic form 

v' 

UV 
X XV . 

The coordinate operators x commute among themselves accord
ing to 

[xM, xvJ « ia 2A u v (3.4) 
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where 

A p u - <K,L>. KA = M o i , L ± = E i j k M j k ( 3 . 5 ) 

л л 

The operators x and p satisfy the following commutation rela
tions 

where 

IVPvl = i 9uv ( 3 ' 6 ) 

л 2 Л2 л 2 А2 
9oo = 1 * a p o ' 9ii = * + a pi ' 
А Л 2 Л А Л А 2 Л Л 

*12 Ä 9 2i = а Р ХР 2, д 1 0 = - д 0 1 = а Р ^ , etc. 

(3.7) 

i.e., х and p v do not satisfy Heisenberg 's canonical commuta
tion relations (CCR). The energy-momentum operator p does not gen
erate displacements on the spectrum of the space-time coordinate 
operator x. The model is not invariant under translations, more 
exactly, a continuum of translations is not admissible in this 
model because, as pointed out by Snyder, to make the model in
variant under translations one must have space-time coordinates 
forming a continuum. However, translations of the origin can be 
introduced in the model, which result in discrete translations in 
the different space directions. It should not be expected, nor is 
it possible in this model, to find a translation function which 
corresponds to sharply defined translational values of x ,x,,x2 

and x, simultaneously. 
Let H be equal to L2(IR4,dy) where du - laípj+p^+p^+a"2-

2 _ 5 л A 
- p )] 1 d p, then we can represent the operators p as multi-° л A ^ plication by p while the operators x as 

*o = iHrp-- a 4 < = P M af , J 

r O ц=0 VI (3.8) 
Э A Л 3 

x j = 1 1 э р Т + a p J (
I I « , P 3 p r > 1 ' i - 1 ' 2> 3 M=0 " " Pp 
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2 4 We can consider H = L (IR ,du) as the event space of this q space-
2 4 time model, the unitary group G of L (IR ,d\i) gives the symmetry 

group of the model. The Lorentz group is represented by a subgroup 
of G, the group of unitary operators in G generated by the infl-
nitesimal generators N . The irreducible system of operators in 
2 4 a 
L (Ю ,du) is lp . pi i*~-# iv ) . (Notice that the members of ° d P 0 E Э (i -Kjr-i A^ D) are not self-adjoint operators with respect to the 

p o E 
measure dy.) One can interprete (p0,£) as the 4-momentum observ
able of the q particle with space L 2(IR 4,dy), but (iJ^—, iV ) is 

d F 0 E 
not the 4-position observable of the q particle. The latter is a 
function of the members of the irreducible system and is given by 
(3.8). The operators of the 4-moroentum of the q particle have con
tinuous sectra and the time coordinate operator of the q particle 
has also a continuous spectrum, while the operators of the 3-posi
tion of the q particle have purely discrete spectra. The q par
ticle can take the possible values of its 4-momentum coordinate 
simultaneously, one can construct a Boolean reference frame which 
contains the projectors of the spectral resolutions of p 's. How
ever, the q particle cannot take simultaneously the possible values 
of its 4-position coordinates because of (3.4) and (3.5), there is 
no a Boolean reference frame which measure the 4-position of the 
q particle. For example, if one measure the x, coordinate of the 
q particle at a given instant then, at the same time, he does not 
have any ("sharp") information zs to the coordinates x , x 2 and 
x 3 of the q particle, tfhus we cannot establish a clear connection 
between the Boolean reference frames and the Lorentz inertial 
frames needed for the Lorentz transformations. The Lorentz frames 
and hence the Lorentz transformations do not have operational 
foundations in this model, they play only a formal role (prerequi-
situm) . Furthermore the 4-momentum p and 4-position x oi1 the q 
particle do not satisfy Heisenberg's uncertainty principle. 

This example shows that one can construct formally a Lorentz 
invariant q space-time model. 

Our second example for q space-time models is that of Banai 
12]. 
(2) To start the discussion, let us consider the following three 
concepts of physics: 
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(a) point-like (object), 
(b) Lorentz inertial frames and hence Lorentz transformations, 
(c) Heisenberg uncertainty principle 
There are growing eveidences that these three concepts are opera
tionally not compatible (cf. 133,34,40,25]). One way out of this 
conceptual difficulty is the rejection of concept (a) and hence 
the retension of concepts (b) and (c). This attitude was chosen, 
e.g., by E. Prugovecki ([34,40] for a review). He replaced concept 
(a) by a stochastically extended particle concept, where the spa
tial extension of the particle is described by a proper wave func-

2 3 
tion фб L (IR ). The second way is the drop of concept (c), this 
attitude was chosen, e.g., by Snyder 144](who drops (a) also 
(ef.(3.4) and (3.5)), his model is discussed before. The third 
way out of this impasse is the rejection of concept (b), this 
attitude was chosen by Banai [2]. It is important to mention 
here that the results and the cq Minkowski space-time model of 
Prugovec'ki open the way to a consistent introduction and interpre
tation of the q space-time model of [2]. Because, as q mechanics 
presupposes the existence of its с limit, the с mechanics (see 
[30]), in a similar way, q relativistic q space-time and mech
anics in it presupposes the existence of their consistent cq 
counterparts, the cq space-time and the cq mechanics, respect
ively. Therefore we summarize first briefly the results and the 
model of Prugovecki [34,40]. 

Let us consider the Hilbert space L 2(E*) over zl - о х V + 

m m m_ 
(where о is a space-like hypersurface in M 4 and V s=ip|p p v=m ) 
(the forward mass m hyperboloid)) with inner product 

<ф 1|ф 2> = /^í(q,pH 2(q,p)d£(q,p) 

dE(q,p) = 2p vda v(q)6(p
2-m 2)d 4p 

For the proper Poincaré group P? 

% + 4Í - V q v • *v , pp , p, . A v 

(3.9) 
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we have the following (highly) reducible representation 

(а,Л)€Р*. Ша.Л): Ф<д,р) - Ф' (q,P> ^ ( A ^ í q - a ) ; Л _ 1р) 

2 + in L (E ), once we define the time evolution in the following 
standard manner 

ф(д,р) = ехр[-1Р°до]ф((0,а),р), Р° = (P 2+m 2)*, Р=> = i JL-
j = 1, 2, 3 (3.10) 

In this representation the generators of velocity boosts are 

Q j s q j • i ̂  . j - l, 2, 3 (3.11) 

2 1 -Let Ф(x) be rotationally invariant element in L (IR ) , ф(к) be 
its momentum space-representative and fj (k) = т*ф(к), к = (+(k •*• 

2 i + m ) ,k) be the relativistic counterpart of ф (к) . Then one can 
show I 34] that every "resolution generator" of the form 

H(q,p) = U(q fA p) n = / y+ exp(-iq'k) rj* (A*^ к) n (к) б (k 2-m 2)d 4k (3.12) 

where Л , is the Lorentz boost corresponding to the 4-velocity 
v - p/m, generates a unique invariant subspace L (Е!!,П) , with 

A 2 + 
an irreducible representation of P^, in L (Z ) . Thus every rota-
tionally invariant element ф of L 2(R ) generates an extended ele
mentary (c relativistic) q particle, ф(x) is interpretable as the 
proper wave function of the extended particle placed at the origin 
of its с rest frame, ф(х) describes the spatial extention of the 
cq particle in its с rest frame. The с relativistic q mechanics 
of such extended cq particle with real ф(х) can be in a consist
ent way implemented, i.e./ the с relativistic localizability 
problem is consistently solvable and this approach yields covari-
ant and conversed probability currents derivable from bona fide 
covariant probability densities in stochastic phase spaces of 
one particle systems, which can be interpreted as due to measure
ments performed with extended rather than point-like test par-
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tides. The state functions ij>(q,p)€L U m#n) of a scalar extended 
particle satisfy in the 4-position q the Klein - Gordon equation. 
The sharp-point limit of the theory can be defined by proper wave 

(r) functions ф ' of the form 

ф ( г )(х) = С ехр (- x 2/2r 2), r > 0 (3.13) 

where r is the rest mass system radius of the corresponding par-
(r) tide. Then, if r-*0, ф approaches a 6-function and с relativ-

istic q mechanics of the corresponding extended cq particles 
turns into the conventional (not truly consistent) relativistic 
q mechanics. 

Thus we see that a cq particle can be characterized by its 
proper real wave function ф beside its charge, spin, rest mass, 
baryon number, etc. To extrapolate the operational notion of с 
relativistic space-time model of Rinstein into the microscopic 
domain, these cq particles can be used as test particles in the 
ensuing с relativisLic q space-time model. Such a reconsidera
tion on the cq level of the basic operational arguments of 
Einstein can be achieved by exploiting an observation of Penrose 
([31], pp.129-131), namely that due to the fundamental cq rela-2 tion E = mc = hii),w = 2TTV = 2ir/T, each species of cq particles 
of rest mass m defines a scale for space and time measurements, 
and therefore can take over at the cq level the role of 
Einstein's rigid rods and standard clocks. Hence, let us adopt 
some particular species A of cq particles as a standard for 
space-time measurements and use these same particles in the 
role of test bodies (i.e., as markers of space-time events) . The 
quantization of с space-time will be achieved operationally by 
replacing the deterministic space-time coordinate x in the 
adopted standard by stochastic coordinates (<3U'U ) which, due 
to the uncertainty prinple, inextricably intertwine mean space-
time coordinate values q with mean 4-momentum coordinates 
values mu . 

In keeping with the recent operational definition of с 
space-time (see. e.g., in [53]), a notion of cq space-time model 
can physically be defined as the totality of all free flows for 
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all conceivable species of cq particles. The role of с test par
ticle trajectory can be taken over by the propagator 

KA(q', raAu', q, nyi) = <U(q' ,^ц (0,0) |U(q,Au)n (0,0) > (3.14) 

giving us the probability amplitude of getting from the stochas
tic position (q,n»Au) to the stochastic position (qr, ra

Au') . The 
macroscopic notion of Lorentz frame (operationally defined by 
Einstein in terms of rigid macroscopic objects) can be adapted 
to the cq domain as stochastic Lorentz frame L - {A 0,A 1,A 2,A 3} 
delineated by the choice of A particles from a coherent subflow 
(consisting of the totality of all A particles that are stochas
tically at rest in relation to each other along some "mean" 
space-like hypersurface o) in such a way that A is the origin 
of L and A^, A 2 and A, mark the cartesian coordinate axes. The 
propagators in (3.14) are consistently interpretable as that 
providing the probability amplitudes describing the fluctuations 
of measured coordinates (q',u') in relation to L around their 
mean values (q,u). The elements (a,A) of the proper Poincaré 
group P +now describe a change from the old (q,u) to the new 
mean coordinates (q' » Aq + a, u' « Au), and connect the old 
stochastic frame L - {Aa> to the new frame L' « < А £ Ь И»«* t h e 

macroscopic covariance of the formalism is assured. 
We see that the whole model is constructed in such a way 

that space-time in the microscopic domain loses its determinis
tic character and becomes stochastic and therefore manifests 
itself as a pseudo-Rimannian continuum only in a stochastic av
erage. When we approach from the microscopic to the macroscopic 
domain all q fluctuations in coordinate measure become negli
gible and the macroscopic deterministic space-time model is 
recovered (formally when all extended test particles shrink to 
zero). 

We proceed with the following note. In keeping with 
Prugovecki et al. ([10], pp.1730-31), " c space-time is visual
ized as a continuum of geometrical points which can be grouped 
into geometrical forms (lines, surfaces, etc.) according to 
rules obeying the axlomes of some kind of geometry?. "If we how
ever, accept the uncertainty principle and yet retain Einstein's 
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operational definition for the structure of spacetime, then we 
are forced into describing spacetime in stochastic terms". In 
this framework "space-time is envisaged as consisting of "points" 
which can be occupied by extended elementary particles, and there
fore can be envisaged as represented by the proper wave func
tions of such particles". But we saw that the proper wave func-

2 3 
tions ф are the elements of the Hilbert space H • L (IR ) which 
represents a projective geometry. Hence, the "points" of the cq 
space-time model of Prugove£ki can be represented by appropriate 
points of this projective geometry. Thus we surmise that if 
we dig further into the microscopic domain of space-time, then 
we shall find there this projective geometry as an underlying 
geometrical structure of space-time, which gives rise, as higher 
level constructs, in order to Prugovecki's space-time model in 
the cq level and to Einstein'B model in the с (macroscopic) 
level. According to the foregoing section, this projective ge-

2 3 
oroetry represented by L (IR ) can be considered as the event 
space of a q relativistic space-time model. In a deeper level, 
in the q level (q relativistic q level), there might be this 

2 3 
q relativiatlc model of space-time. Because L (IR ) can be con
sidered as the configuration space of a q relativistic q object 
(particle) according to the first, one particle meaning of space-
time, we can probe the microscopic structure of space-time in 
the q level via the observation (measurements) of such a q object 
(particle). Keeping in mind these preliminary considerations, we 
guess that the cq particles of Prugovec'ki should be the excited 

2 3 
states of this q particle with space L (IR ), i.e., the proper 
wave functions of the cq particles should be associated with 
different "excited states" of this q particle. 

How looks like and what properties can have this q particle? 
Let us turn for a moment back to the three concepts (a), (b) and 
(c) at the beginning of this point. Let a massive point-like par
ticle with mass m and a collection of с Lorentz frames be given 

4 
in И , each of these frames be associated with a sharp veloc
ity value. Try to.attach to the particle its rest frame from 
this collection! If we try to do this q operationally, i.e., in 
keeping with the uncertainty principle, we get at once into 
trouple. W* have to measure the velocity u • p/m of the particle 
sharply, t len we lose our information as to the position of the 
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particle. When we measure the position of the particle then the 
situation is.reversed. Thus the rest frame of a point-like mass
ive particle does not have in fact a q operationally decidable 
meaning. This leads us to the rejection of concept (b) if we 
want to retain concepts (a) and (c) in the q level for defining 
a q particle. We chose this attitude and according to the q rela
tivity theory we replace the concept of Lorentz frames by that 
of q reference frames (Boolean frames) consisting of collections 
of (macroscopic) measuring apparatuses, for measuring compatible 
properties of the q particle we are looking for (e.g., one col
lection for measuring the position, another for measuring the 
momentum of the q particle). 

The declared goal of this theory is to probe the microscopic 
structure of space-time via the measurements of a q particle with 
space L (IR ) which is point-like and obeys the Heisenberg un
certainty principle. Therefore, according to the basic tenets 
of q theory (see for a profound discussion and comparison with 
с relativity theory [41]), we collect all the measuring appar
atuses corresponding to the Boolean reference frames inP(L (IR )) 
into one, orbitrarily chosen but once it is chosen then fixed, 
macroscopic (c) Lorentz frame L . The measuring apparatuses are 
divided into groups, one group corresponds to the projectors 
(propositions) of one Boolean reference frame 35 in P(L (IR )) . 
We saw above that L c can be extrapolated into the cq microscopic 
domain as a stochastic (cq) Lorentz frame L . Any rotationally 

2 3 ' 
invariant real vector ф in L (IR ) can be interpreted as the 
proper wave function of a cq particle placed at q° * 0 at the 
origin of its с rest frame. Therefore we will interprete L (Lc ) 
as the с rest frame (stochastic rest frame) of the cq particles 
generated by the rotationally invariant "states" of the q par-2 3 tide with space L (IR ). If we implement a measurement on the 
q particle with respect to one of its Boolean reference frames 
at the "instant" q° - О in L and we find that the q particle is 
in the rotationally invariant "state" ф then we can say that we 
observed a cq particle with proper wave function ф which was at 
rest at q° « о in L. The cq particle is described in an other 
Lorentz frame L' with the same origin as that of L according to 
(3.12), i.e., the cq particle is boosted and rotated to L', and 
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in an orbitrary Lorentz frame with the corresponding element of 
2 + 2 +• 

its defining invariant subspace L (2_#Ф) in I. ( y . (This pro
cedure is in complete agreement with that of Wigner (L52]pp.69-
73) for constructing the the states of a cq particle from its 
"standard" state.) Thus the goal of the mechanics of this q 
particle will be to predict the rest frame properties of the 
eg particles including the rest mass, too. 

Here a measurement with respect to one of the Boolean frames, 
2>, of the q particle at the "instant" q° = О means that we 
measure simultaneously all the proposotions of 2>at the instant 
q° = 0. This instant is marked by the clocks of L (L ) . We use ^ с cq 
these same clocks in all Boolean reference frames for marking the 
instants of measurements, i.e., the values of q° appears only as 
an external parameter for the q particle. The q° can only charac
terize as a parameter the evolution of the cq particle obtained 
in a concrete measurement, according to the equation (3.10), be
cause as we saw above the notion of Lorentz frame and thus the 
notion of simultaneity can only extrapolate into the cq micro
scopic level of nature where the cq particles "live". It cannot 
characterize the time of the q particle because, by очг hypoth
esis, this particle lives in one more deeper level of nature, 
which level is described by the projective geometry correspond-2 3 ing to L (IR ). Therefore the time coordinate of the q particle 
should be an observable represented by a self-adjoint operator 
in L2(|R3) . 

Let us consider the observable of the q particle. The irre-
2 3 

ducible system of self-adjoint operators in L (IR ) is (x>-iVx). 
We can interprete this system as the basic observables of the q 
particle, all other observables are functions of these operators. 
In the procedure of defining other main observables of the q 
particle as functions of x* and -iVy (such as the time coordinate, 
the energy, the mass etc.) we use tfiu rotational invarLance as a 
natural guiding principle because of our interpretation that the 
rotationally invariant states of the q particle generates cq par
ticles. 

We interprete x« and -17 as the 3-position x and 3-momentum 
£ of the q particle, respectively. Heisenberg's CCR and un
certain! ty principle then is obviously satisfied. Let us see the 
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3-velocity observable u. It follows from the above consideration 
that all possible cq particles generated by this q particle are 
at rest in L (and in L ). Therefore we postulate that the q par-
ticle is at rest in L (and in L ) and thus relative to all of the 

— — — — с cq 
Boolean reference frames, too, which q reference frames placed 
in L serve as tools for the operational (empirical) definition of 
this q relativistic particle. Then 

u • 0 (3.15) 

But the relation £ = m*u satisfied by both the с particle and cq 
particle then holds no longer true anyway. Vie :r.ust assocate a 
mass observable m with the q particle, which is the function of 
x and £, i.e., we cannot imagine this q particle as a massive 
point with mass m but rather as a point-like q object which can 
have different mass "states". This is completely in accordance 
with the above consideration where we saw that the massive point 
(concept (a)) obeying concept (c) contradicts to the concept (b) 
(if the relation p = mu were true then postulate (3.15) would 
mean that L is the rest frame of the massive q particle). 

Before considering the mass observable m let us see the co
ordinate time observable x and the canonical energy observable 
P 0 of the q particle3. By definition p generates the translation 
on the spectrum of x , and vice versa, which means that 

[p0, x 0] = + i (3.16) 

Both s igns y ie ld the same Dirac's uncertainty pr inc ip le 

A p 0 A x 0 > , ^ 1 i (3.17) 

which is the physical content of (3.16). For this reason we con
sider simultaneously the two cases in.[2]. We note that the 
proper time x Q and 3-position x of the q particle can be in a 
consistent way related to the internal 4-positlon (Q0,g) of the 
cq particles generated by the q particle, where 0 satisfy the 
с relativistic CCR [0 р,Р у] - -ig u v (see [39]), as follows. Let 
the q particle be in the rotationally invariant state Ф which 
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then defines a cq particle resting at L. Then the uncertain!ties 

Ax ± » 6<х±,ф)(= <ф|(х1 - х^ 2ф>*, х А - <Ф|х ±Ф>), Др х = «(р ± гф) 

are the same as the uncertainties AQ. and ДР. established in the 
internal 3-position and 3-momentum of the cq particle correspond
ing to ф by an observer that travels with the cq particle. And 
the uncertainties Дх * 6(x ,ф) and Ар в Мр 0,Ф) are equal to 
the uncertainties Aq Q and ДР displayed by the internal time op
erator Q and energy operator P of the cq particle in the mean 
value q Q and P of the stochastic time and energy, respectively, 
measured by an observer traveling with the cq particle (cf.l39J), 
Thus Ax Q can be interpreted as the life-time of the state ф and 
hence the proper life-time of the cq particle corresponding to ф 
(cf. below). 

By means of p we can define the time derivative of an ob
servable F of the q particle, according to q theory, as follows 

gjjr- : » i[p , P] (3.17) 
о 

For example, the 3-velocity is, according to its с definition, 

H s " Щ- s itp0# x] » 0 (3.18) 
d x o 

taking into account our postulate (3.15). Then p must be the 
function of x. The simplest rotationally invariant choice for 
P 0 ie 

p 0 - V 1 /Зсрс̂ .» fi"1-! (3.19) 

where ti is a constant of dimension (length) * GeV . Then we 
can satisfy (3.16) with the rotationally invariant combination 

x 0 - + fn |(х А |j •• 1) (3,20) 

of the operators x- and -iv x, 4 and we observe that 
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[x Q f r] = + ín (3.21) 

This commutation relation yields the following uncertainty prin
ciple 

ДхоДг >_ | Ъ (3.22) 

Exactly this principle (3.22), respectively, relation (3.21) was 
our starting point in constructing this q space-time model in [2]. 
The principle (3.22) means that the q particle under considera
tion is not localizable in relation to our fixed Lorentz frame 
L better than permitted by (3.22) . This (orbitrarily chosen but) 
fixed Lorentz frame was necessary for placing in one frame L all 
the apparatuses of the q reference frames by means of which we 
wanted to probe the microscopic structure (q level) of space-
time. This procedure is in complete agreement with the basic te
nets of q theory, namely with the subjective character of this 
theory (i.e., essential assertable features of matter depend on 
measurement by a macroobserver on micro-matter - nov vica versa) 
and that this theory requires special reference frame for measur
ing apparatus (see [41] p.1785)). Then this operational procedure 
has obviously to manifest itself in the basic properties of the 
q particle which empirically is exactly defined with the aid of 
this procedure. In fact,we see from (3.19) that the energy of the 
q particle rises linearly with its radial distance from the ori
gin of the reference frame L involved in the operational defini
tion of the particle. This origin fixing is also reflected in re
lation (3 21) (and, of course, in (3.22)), which is evidently 
invariant under time translation (our operational procedure does 
not affect the origin of time and its continuous flow for the 
q particle) but it singles out the origin of L. This feature of 
defining the q particle can be grasped the most striking way 
when we consider the time derivative of the momentum £ and its 
radial component p , which by с analogy gives the force and its 
radial component, respectively, acting on the free q particle. 
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They are 

1 : = — = itP0r El - - * r (3.23) 
о 

К '• " -^ - itP0' P r
] " - ̂  ( 3' 2 4 ) 

d x o 
Consequently, a constant force acts on the free q particle in 
this q space-time model, forcing the q particle to the origin 
of its defining frame L. Equation (3.23) means that the 3-mo-
mentum £ of the q particle is not conserved with respect to 
its time x , while the 3-momentum of the cq particles generated 
by the states of the q particle is, of course, conserved with 
respect to their time q°. 

Now we have the time and space position observables x and 
x of the q particle. They commute according to 

[x , x ]= + i1i A , Ä , - i(x, 0) (3.25) 
u v — \iv yv r — — 

Let us consider the square of the space-time position observ
able x = (xQ, x). In с relativity theory this is x = g x Mx v= 
= x o " x i x i ' gyv * ( + 1' ~lf ~lf - 1 )* T h e indefinite metric g p y 

follows from the causal relation of the points (representing 
с events) in M 4. One says in order that x is time-like if 
x 2 > 0, light-like if x 2 » 0 and space-like if x 2 < O. In q 
relativity theory the causal relation of the rays (representing 

2 4 
q events) in L (\Rr) is expressed by the relation <Ф 1|Ф 2

>« One 
can say that ф^ and ф 2 are causally connected if < * 1 | Ф 2

> > 0 and 
disconnected when <ф^|ф2> • О. Following from the positive defi-
nitness of the metric of L 2(IR 3), we have <ф|ф> • ||ф||2>0 for 
every vector ф f 0 in L 2(IR 3), i.e., there are no "space-like" 

2 3 
(or non-zero "time-like") vectors in the event space L*(IR )• 
These notions have no meaningfull counterparts in q relativity 
theory (with Hilbert spaces of positive definite metric). The 
indefinite metric of с relativity should appear first on the 
cq level of microscopic world which lies over the q level of 
nature (according to the philisophical suggestion of this paper, 
cf. Table 2 in sec 5). (The photon mediating the electromagnetic 
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interaction is also a cq particle. The properties of this cq 
particle, respectively, interaction play a central role in the 
operational definition of the Lorentz symmetries and hence of 
the causal relation of с events. Thus q relativity theory should 
produce in a natural manner the photon as a cq particle to 
obtain the symmetries of the cq level and с level of nature (cf. 
sec. 5.).) Therefore if we would define the square of x as x = 

лц Ау A2 л А A 2 
g u Vx x = x - x.x, then in the spectrum of x could appear nega
tive values which would not have clearcut meaning . From these 
reasons the most natural (and symmetric) choice for defining the 
square of x is 

A 2 А А Л 1 A O *9 A ) 
x : = 6 y v V v = xo + x l + x 2 + x 3 ( 3 ' 2 6 ) 

i.e., with positive definite metric 6 * (1, 1, 1, 1) which 
A2 then guarantees the non-negativity of the spectrum of x and thus 

л? 2 
the possibility of interpreting x as the (length) observable 
for the space-time position of the q particle in q space-time. 
Then, by (3.20), (3.26) gives a purely discrete positive spectrum 
x 2 = A n + 3, n - 0, 1, 2, ..., for x 2 [3,7], which implies that 
the q particle can take only discrete space-time position values 
in q space-time, i.e., it moves ("jumps") on a lattice, in the 
x Q - r plane, with spacing /2TÍ. Note that the negative sign of 
(3.16) (hence the positive sign of (3.21)) conforms to the po
sitive definitness of (3.26) [2]. 

А A 

The energy and momentum observables p and £ of the q par
ticle commute according to 

[pp, ? v] - A - \ v (3.27) 
А Л 

from the same reasons as in the case of x, as follows 
Let us define the square of the "4-momentum" observable p=(p 0,£) , 

P * ' PQ + Pi + P2 + РЗ = 6MV Py pv ( 3 ' 2 8 ) 
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2 2 
In с relativity p = m , therefore, using this analogy,we asso
ciate the mass square observable m of the (spin 0) q particle 
wit» p 2 (cf. [7]), i.e., 

A2 A2 л2 А А 

m : = p = p o + p iP i (3.29) 

This, by (3.19), implies purely positive discrete spectrum for 
the mass square of the q particle, namely 

m 2 = 2li"1(2d + I + |) » 2Ü - 1(n r + | ) , tir = 0, 1, 2, ... 
Г (З.ЗО) 

In this way we have defined the main observables of the q par
ticle as rotationally invariant combinations of its basic posi
tion and momentum observables x and £, respectively, namely, the 
proper time x , the energy p and mass square m of the q par
ticle [7J. 

Let us consider briefly the one particle q mechanics of this 
q particle. (3.23) may be regarded as the equation of motion for 
the free scalar q particle in q space-time, by с analogy. The 
pure states of the q particle coincide with the events of the q 
space-time model. The time evolution of the q particle is gener
ated by the unitary map 

ф + ф' = и(хо)ф = [ехр(-1х0р0}]ф 

2 3 of L (IR ) onto itself, where x 6IR. The cq Klein - Gordon equa-° 2 tion now is replaced by the (mass) eigenvalue equation 

Ро ф + Р Л Ф * т 2 ф ' * € L 2 < , R 3 > < 3' 3 1> 
2 which gives the (mass) spectrum (3.30) for the free q particle. 

The interaction of the q particle with an external field given 
classically by a 4-vector potential A = A

U ^ X
D ' %) c a n b e d e ~ 

scribed by applying the usual algorithm. In A (xQ,x) x Q and x 
are replaced by x Q and x, respectively, satisfying (3.25) and 
summations with g in A are converted into summations with 
6 p v. The canonical "4-momentum" observable of the system from 
its с counterpart is P * P +eA (x , x) satisfying (3.27). 
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Then в = P - eÄ (A = Ä „ ( x . x ) , and the (mass) Klein-Gordon 
*y p P U U О — 

eigenvalue equation (3.31) in this case reads as follows 

(Py - eA y)(P p - еАр)ф - т 2ф, ф€Ь 2(Ю 3) (3.32) 

(summation for у is understood with б , of course). For rota
tional ly invariant A , according to our interpretation, an eigen-

2 
state ф with eigenvalue m_ may be regarded as the proper wave-
function of a cq particle with mass m , i.e., we associated with 
ф п the с relativistic wave function nn(k) * т^ф (к) , k«(-Kk +mn) ,k) 
which then generates the invariant яиЬврасе L (£_ »n_) in 
2 + n 2 
L (E ). Thus, e.g., the cq particles cooresponding to the (mass) 

n 
spectrum (3.30) of the free scalar q particle lie along linear 
Regge trajectories. Consequently, they may be identified as meson 
states in the cq particle phenomenology [7]. 

We can conclude that the major new aspect of the q mechanics 
of q particles would be that it could provide true mass eigen
value equations for the possible masses of elementary particles 
(cq particles). In cq mechanics the central problem is the energy 
eigenvalue problem, in q mechanics that would be the mass eigen
value problem. The life-times of different mass states and the 
decay modes of higher mass states into lower ones can be calcu
lated using purely the tools of this q mechanics. Hence the model 
would be capable of dealing with the corresponding unstable cq 
particles calculating their (proper) life-times and decay modes. 

To close the discussion of this second example for q space-
time models, we briefly consider the cq limit •iWo" of q mech
anics in this q space-time model. Exactly as in cq mechanics the 
limit "1v»-0" is defined [50) the limit "ft+0" is defined by those 

2 3 
elements of L*(№r) fox --hich the product Ax Ar is minimal, i.e., 
AxQAr - $%. These elements of L ( Ю ) / up to phase factors, have 
the same wave packet-like form ф*г' (x) with r » (tí/у) *, y>0, as 
those in (3.13). When "n+0" these q events concentrate on the 4 points of the с event space M , the corresponding extended cq 
particles shrink to point-like particles. Therefore, when we take 
the formal limit "ti-K)", q mechanics over q space-time, via the 
consistent cq mechanics of Prugovecki, turns into the (not truly 
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consistent) conventional cq mechanics and q space-time, via the 
cq space-time of Prugovecki, reduces to с space-time. 

Finally to this section we shortly present a "superrelativ-
istic" ЦЗ] particle model for hadrons on the basis of the work 
[3]. In the above considerations the models of space-time follow 
one another in a hierarchycal order; in the deepest level (q 
level) there is the q model of space-time, then over this level 
(in the cq level) there is the cq model of space-time and final
ly in the highest level (c level) there is the с model of space-
time. In this simple model we shall avoid the intermediate cq 
model of space-time, and the q model and the с model of space-
time will simply be juxtaposed. Therefore this model will be 
admittedly not consistent in all respects, nevertheless, it will 
help to analyse some properties of hadrons and to compare the 
current quark hypothesis with that of the q particles in q rela
tivity theory. The model is motivated by the с relativistic quark 
models [17,28], and reflects the expectation that space-time is 
q in regions of size ~n, while it is с in regions of size »fi. 

The hadron (meson, for the sake of simplicity) consists of 
two point-like particles, "quarks", q and q with positions x^ 
and xj, respectively, at с level. Let X and x denote the center 
of mass (cm.) coordinates describing the hadron as a whole and 
the relative coordinates describing the internal motion of quarks, 
respectively. In the model, we approximate in such a way that the 
cm. coordinates remain Lorentz variables and they span the 
Minkowski space in which the hadron as a whole moves, while the 
relative coordinates are subjected to the quantization condition 
(3.21) . Thus the internal space of the hadron becomes *-he q space-
time, of our second example above, in which the quarks move. Then 
the state function of the hadron has the form ф = ф(Х,х), i.e., 
it depends upon seven variables (X,x) in such a way tha*: one can 
pursue all methods of conventional cq theory in the X-variables, 
but one should apply the methods of q mechanics in q space-time 
discussed above in the x-variables to describe the internal quark 
dynamics. One can regard the state function Ф(Х,х) as a function 
describing an extended particle in И 4, where the spatial exten
sion of the particle in its с rest frame is described by the 
x-variables. The total symmetry group of the hadron in this hybrid 
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model is the direct product of the Poincaré group of the X-vari-
ables and the unitary group of the internal q space-time. In this 
way, this model combines с relativity with q relativity in the 
way as suggested by Davis [13]. 

Now we can regard (3.19) as that the energy rises linearly 
with the radial quark separation, which then gives rise to the 
"confining force" in (3.23), respectively, in (3.24). It follows 
at once from this "confinement" phenomenon in q space-time that 
the quarks are permanently confined inside a sequence in time of 
space-time bubbles of size ~1i around the cm. worldline of the 
hadron. 

Considering the internal quark dynamics, we can see that the 
hadronic mass spactrum is generated by the internal quark mass 
level excitation. We can write for the (mass) of the meson, as
suming the additivity of mass: 

M 2 - (mo + m ) 2 - m 2 + 2mQm + m 2 = P 2 + 2&fé + p 2 (3.33) 

If we suppose that the quarks are free particles in the internal 
2 q space-time, then from (3.30), we obtain the (mass) spectrum 

M n = Г г ао + ^ 2 n ~ 1 ( n + |> J* = OTo + 2m 0/2n" 1 (n + |) + 2ft"1(n + |> 
(3.34) 

If we set m Q = О then, in this approximation, the model predicts 
an equal spacing rule with a spacing 2%T , and implies linear 
Regge trajectories with the same slope j % for mesons and barvons. 
These predictions agree well with the experiment for low laying 
hadrons (see [17,27,7]). Now the measured value of the Regge slope 
gives the following fit for 1i: 2%"^=! GeV2 then %i^2 GeV"2 = 
_ 2 fermi 

In constructing this hybrid model we envisaged at the cq 
Л А 

level two cq particles ("quarks") with configuration space И х И 
as the constituents of a meson. Then, in the model, we replaced 
these two cq particles with one cq particle of mass m and one q 
particle of mass operator m, the configuration space of this com
posed system is H xL 2(r).' This simple model possesses the basic 
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characteristics of the current quark model of hadrons. Further
more, it can reproduce the main results of the с relativ!stic 
quark models [17,28], and explain some assumption in this models 
(e.g. the equality of the Regge slope for mesons and baryons (see 
in 13,7]) 8. 

In the quarkd model hadrons (cq particles) are envisged as 
the excited states of "confined quarks" (also cq particles), in 
the present theory hadrons (cq particles) are the excited states 
of q particle (particles) . The "confinement" of q particle (par
ticles) inside the hadrons now has a straightforward (purely q 
theoretical) explanation as we saw above. (Observe that we could 
imagine a "quark" q at the origin of the frame L and an other 
quark q at. the ending poinL. of r, but this qq-system would result 
also in the single q particle defined above.) If the present the
ory will turn out to be correct in describing elementary particles 
then the "quarks" may be identified in fact as q particles. 

b. FIELD THEORY OVER QUANTUM SPACE-TIMES 

A classical relativistic local field theory (CRLFT) is ex
pressed in terms of a complete set of predetermined field vari
ables, mapped in a 4-dimensional space-time (in absence of gravi-

4 tation this is И ). This view is in contrast with elementary 
particle model of matter of special relativity, where one must 

4 
use a separate 4-dimensional space-time И (configuration space) 
for each of the constituent particles. The с field theory leads 
to a mathematical representation of an "n-body" system in terms 
of a set of n-coupled fields in a single 4-dimensional space-
time M 4 (cf. 141], p.1791). This observation is the basis on the 
analogy of which we shall interprete the field theoretic meaning 
of q space-time models. 

Let ф х(х), Ф 2(х), ..., Фп(х) be the n different real field 
variables of a CRLFT, where x6M 4. In the Lagrangian field theory 
framework, this theory is given by the Lagrangian density 
X(x) = Х.(ф1(х) ,..., ф п(х), Э ф^х),..., Э мф п(х)), х€И 4 (4.1) 
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which yields, via the least action principle, the (non-linear) 
field equations 

эХ(х) _ Э э£(х) _ _ л A 0 

^Ш JJT ЭЭ^Сж) - °' «-1.....П (4.2) 
In transferring this theory over И to a field theory over 

a q space-time model, the one possibility is that when we replace 
the с space-time position vector (x , x) in the argument of fields 
by the q space-time position operator (x , x) of the q particle 
to which the q relativistic space-time model considered belongs. 
This possibility is discussed by Snyder in [45] for the first ex
ample of the foregoing section. For the second example of the pre
ceding section this case will be discussed in the second part of 
the paper of 12]. In the view of Davis' conceptual framework 
for the quantization, this "first" quantization of the CRLFT can 
be regarded as the Boolean valuation of the sentences of the the
ory in the universe V* '' with respect to the Boolean reference 
frames of the considered q space-time model with event space H. 

The other possibility is that when we regard the vector 
4 4 

x6И in the argument of the fields as denoting an event in M 
and we replace it by a q event in the considered q space-time 
model with event space H, i.e., in that case we consider the 
fields as (operator-valued) "functions" of the vector f of H 

f •+ ф (f) , a = 1, ..., n (4.3) 

Then this approach will beesimilar in that respect to 
Wightman's approach, where a field is considered as an operator-
valued distribution Фа(£) on a test function space S in a Hilbert 
space, to avoid the well-known difficulty that a quantized field 
ф(х) do not exist as an operator [9]. We now discuss shortly this 
approach to field theory over q space-time models. 

The observables of a CLFT can be divided into two classes: 
(a) local observables which describe the system locally point by 
point (e.g., energy density), (b) global (or total) observables 
which describe the system globally independently of the points 
of M (e.g., total energy). In CRLFT global observables are gen-
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erated by local ones (genrally via integration over a space-like 4 hypersurface in И ) . One may naturally expect that this general 
aspect of CLFT remains valid in the quantized version of the the
ory, too, i.e., the global observables of the quantized system 
are generated by the local ones. 

However, it must be noted that in the conventional approaches 
to QLFT, it seem so, this aspect is implemented not in its most 
natural manner. For, the latter means that one determines first 
the local observables (their representation space, their operator 
representation in that space, their eigenvalue problem in that 
space etc.) and then the global observables derivable from these 
observables. In the conventional approach one assumes that the 
local and global observables are in the same Hubert space and 
usually concentrates at once on the determination of the spectral 
resolutions of the global observables. However, a simply consider
ation shows in 14] that the local and global observables of QLFT 
cannot belong to the same representation space. Namely, according 

q to the operational meaning of the locality principle in LFT , the 
spectral values of a local observable F must be real functions 
over space-time, hence, in the .natrix representation, F is a matrix 
with entries from the corresponding function algebra and thus the 
representation space of F must be a module over the algebra. In 
contranst with this, a global observable f has real numbers as 
spectral values and thus f is an operator in a vector space over 
the complex numbers (in a Hilbert space). According to the inner 
logical content of the considered aspect of LFT, the latter vec
tor space should be determined by the former module. 

Keeping in mind this expected aspect of the observables of 
QLFT we studied the local propositions of a LFT in [1]. We found 
that the system of local propositions of a LFT can be described, 
in a natural manner, by a triple (called lattice-valued logic) 
(L, i, V) where L is the lattice of local propositions, I is the 
lattice of the values of local propositions and V is a class of 
value-functions from L onto I. Such lattice-valued logics are 
capable of dealing with both the с (non-relativistic and rela-
tivistic) and the q (non-relatlvistic and relativistic) cases 
of LFT. In [4] it was shown that the Boolean-valued model of set 
theory [24] provides a general language for the formulation of 
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the local description of a non-relativistic QLFT. The value lat
tice I in the corresponding lattice-valued logic (L, 1, V), in 
that case, is a complete Boolean algebra y> and it can be ident
ified with the predicate algebra Sb of the corresponding »-valued 
model. The local description of the physical system can be formu
lated in almost the same way as non-reletivistic q mechanics was 
formulated by von Neumann [50] (in other words the non-relativ
istic q mechanics in the universe V ' is interpretable as the 
local description of a non-relativistic QLFT). 

Now in the relativistic case, both L and I are nondistribu-
tive lattices. L should be an irreducible propositional system 
[13], i.e., an irreducible complete orthomodular atomic lattice 
satisfying the covering law, because L describes the local quan
tum fields of the q system. A should reflect the causal structure 
of the underlying space-time of the q system [2]. If the causal 
lattice of M [12] were chosen as I then Л would only be an ir
reducible complete orthomodular atomic lattice. Thus L would be 
a propositional system in the lattice-valued logic of the q sys
tem, while I is not. (fc would have less structure as L.) There
fore we assumed in [1] that £ is also a propositional system (and 
when L is irreducible then I is also irrededucible). Then I was 
interpreted as the causal lattice of the underlying q space-time 
of the q system in [2]. This q space-time can be formulated in 
terms of the q relativity principle of Davis [13] (see sec. 2.). 
Hence, (assuming that £ is realizable by a p(H), where H is a 
complex Hilbert space), the appropriate language for the formula
tion of the local description of a q relativistic QLFT (simply q 
relativistic LFT (QRLFT)) is provided by the P-valued model of G. 
Takeuti, as we noted in sec. 2 and in [4]. 

Let A denote the von Neumann algebra generated by the lattice 
of projectors T(H), and it be a (complex, separable) Hilbert space. 
Then the set 

ftA =4СйА : = {f|f * Ес кх ква к, ске<г, xk€it, ak6A, 

||<£|f>A|lí - j|c k|
2||x k||

2||a kM
2<-} 
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where 

<i1\i2>A : = ^-iK C2k < xll X2 > aík a2k 

is an inner product taking values in A and | | . | | , is the norm in 
A, is a Hilbert A-module. (See in [26]. There is called this 
Hubert A-mcdule a Hilbert space over A.) Let ?(4C.) be the set 
of ail Hilbert A-submodule in \L , then one can easily prove that 
^(4L.) is an irreducible prepositional system and(3\4L) , ?(H) , V) 
is an irreducible CROC-valued prepositional system (see in 14,5, 
8]). bo (?(4Сд), "P(H), V) describes the local propositions of a 
QRLFT. As in the non-relativistic case Í4J, JC can be considered 
as the local state space of the q system, the bounded local ob
servable can be represented by bounded self-adjoint operators 
(A-module homomorphisms) in x., and the expected value of a bound-
ed local observable A in the local pure state Ф^Яд, | [ф[! А

= <Ф|Ф >Д = 

= leA, is given by the formula 

Ep A = A = <ф|А|ф>д е А (4.4) 

Let V ( * be the universe of the ?(H)-valued model of Takeuti 149J 
constructed over the q relativistic space-time model with event 
space H. Then áL may be considered as a "bounded" Hilbert space 

(?) (P) 
(in V ') over the bounded complex numbers in V . As we see, 
the local description of LFT over a q relativistic space-time 
model (a QRLFT) may be formulated in a way as q mechanics was 
formulated by von Neumann [50], in order words, q mechanics in 
V may be interpreted as the local description of a QRLFT. 

Let us inspect the structure of & д . Let p be an atom in 5*(H) 
(it is a one dimensional projector in A repreeentable in 
Dirac's notation as [xxxj, x is an element of the corresponding 
one dimensional subspace of H). Then we have the assignment 
P -ftp), Hip) := P^P =%* PAP ~ #*Z'P * 4C (4.5) 

i.e., there is a Hilbert apace 4tin л^ over each atom of 9(H) , 
over each point of the corresponding g spacertime. Let » be a 
maximal Boolean algebra in?, Й be the set of its atoms, and В 
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be the abelian von Neumann algebra generated by X>. В is repre-
sentable, as is well-known (see, e.g., in [42]) as a function 
algebra С(Г) over the spectrum space of *2> (П is the dense set 
of isolated points of Г) . Then the Hilbert B-modu.le HL =&0B 
defined in a way similar to 1С above, is isomorphic to С(Г,#), 
the module of the section of the trivial Hilbert bundle over Г 
(the fibre of the bundle at х£Г isit). (Note that HL may be con
sidered as a "bounded" Hilbert space over the bounded complex 

«M it») numbers in the subuniverse V of V 1 '.) In that sense the local 
state space iL may be considered as the module of the sections of 
the "trivial non-commutative Hilbert bundle", the latter consider
ing as a "non-commutative" generalization of the Hilbert bundle 
reit to all points of the projective geometry represented by II. 
The fibre of this "non-commutative bundle" at p is JC(p) in (4.5). 

It is easy to see that th'j *-algebra of bounded operators in 
ft. has the form A 

BlJOxA := {XJX = E c k B k x a k , c y tf, B k C B ( f t ) , а ^ Л } ( 4 . 6 ) 
к 

where В (It) denotes the algebra of bounded linear operát ."S in it 
f Г>, 8 j. Then we have the map 

p • B(K)lp], IMtfHpj := B(40xpAp = B(K) x <Z-p ~- B(K) (4.7) 

Let us consider for a moment the structure of the CRLFT with 
Lagrangian (4.1). For a fixed x, .L(xQ, x) describes а с mechan
ical system with 5n degrees of freedom. The с relativistic the
ory describes the homogeneous "bundle" of these с mechanical 
system interdependent in space directions (in the x-variable) in 
а с covariant manner by the equations(4.2). (Homogeneous because 
<C(*0, x) prescribes the same с mechanical system for all x.) A 
QRLFT with local state space Ä , in a similar manner as indicat

ed by (4.5) and (4.7), could describe a homogeneous "non-com

mutative bundle" of (interdependent) q mechanical systems each 

with the same state space ÍC, in a q covariant way. A bounded 

local observable FéB(4t)xA takes its value in B(4t)[p]= BdOlfJ 

at the point p = |f><f|, f denoting the ray corresponding to 

p, i.e., F is a B(£)-valued "function" of fs 

F « f •• F(f) i= F x ре В (it) l p] (4.8) 



In this way the local fields • a(f) in (4.3) get a clearcut mean
ing« Ф а ^ ) is a n (unbounded) operator in it(f_), a (generalized) 
coordinate operator of the q mechanical system at p = |f><f| 
(ф а(х о, х) is the generalized coordinate of the с mechanical sys
tem at x). 

Let iC be the Fock representation of the q mechanical system 
with n degrees of freedom and ф * |o> be the vacuum state in 1С 
(see, e.g., [9]). (From (4.8), the generalized coordinates of the 
system at p = |f><f| have the form q axp = ф (p) * ф (f), о = 
= 1, ..., n, q a being a self-adjoint operator init satisfying the 
CCR ÍPa» q^J = -16-, where p is the conjugate momentum of q 
and Р дхр - Па(р) s Па(^) is the canonically conjugat momentum 
density of the local q field ф (f).) Then the vacuum at the point 
p = |fxf|, the vacuum in 4t(p), has the form 

Ф 0 Ф - *о (Р } = I 0 >*P ( 4' 9 ) 

and a creation operator 

Sj(f) = 1- (5 a - ipo) x p (4.10) 

in 4C(p) creates a state Ф 1 о(£) " ^*(f)^0[f) in £(p) from the 
vacuum (4.9). We can say that a*(f_) creates a quantum with quan
tum numbers (Q,, ..., Q n; q,, ..., q_) at the point p of the q 
space-time model from the vacuum having the form (4.9) at that 
point. Here (q., ..., q m) denote» the quantum numbers of the q 
event p = |fxf|, |f>6H, and is interpretable as the internal 
quantum numbers of the created quantum. The completely new fea
ture of this approach that the vacuum of the local q system is 
also labelled by these quantum numbers according to (4.9). Hav
ing regard to the one particle meaning of q space-time models 
(sec. 2), p is a pure state of the corresponding q particle with 
space H. Thus we may say that the vacuum is filled up by the 
states of the q particle. In the second example of sec. 3, the 
rotationally invariant states of the corresponding q particle 
generate cq (extended) particles, so in that case the vacuum of 
the ORLFT over thic q space-time is, roughly speaking, labelled 
by the internal quantum numbers of cq particles. 
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Let us consider the global description of the local q sys
tem. In keeping with our strategy, the system globally is de
scribed via the integrations over the sets of informations ob
tained by local measurements. The latter informations are com
pletely contained in the local state space 1С constructed over 
the q space-time model corresponding to the q system. The 
measures in q space-time models with complex Hubert spaces as 
event spaces are completely known by Gleason's theorem |2, 
21]. Particularly, every 'generalized) probability measure onto 
1P(H) is determined uniquely by a von Neumann density operator 
pfA via the from w(Q) = tr(Qp), VQ<- T(\i) . Let p be a von Neumann 
density of the form 

no 

p = Z "J'PJ/ ° ' *'j < l ' E , l i = X (4.1 Г 
i=o i 

where the P^'E- are mutually orthogonal projectors of rank 1 
(they are atoms in V ! and can be considered as the points of a 
"space-like hypersurface" U, in q space-time, corresponding to the 
maximal Boolean algebra ЙС?(Н) generated by the P^s). Then the 
Hilbert space 

H p : Trpf^ i= {ф|ф^, Trp <-ф|ф>А<»} (4.12) 

with the inner product 

<Ф1|ф2> := Trí <*il*2 >A (4.1J) 

[5,8J is ?.n integrated space over the local state space át- with 
respect to p. H can be considered as the r,pace containing all 
the informations obtained by a q statistical average over q 
space-time of the local state space i/L with respect to p. If the 
local q fields are prepared on the "space-like hypersurface" и 
then the coefficient p. in (4.11) is interpretable as the statis 
tical weight of the q mechanical system at P.. Furthermore, ac
cording to the definition of the measuring apparatus (and its 
non Boolean character in the q relatlvistic case) in (UJ p.149 
and p.163) the von Neumann density operator p in (4.11) can be 
thought c r is the state describing a (common) preparation of 
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measuring apparatuses in theq space-time. Thus the Hilbert space 
H describes the local q system consisting of an infinite collec
tion of interacting identical q mechanical systems globally as a 
q statistical system when the measuring process of this system is 
characterized by the density operator p. Hence the old view that 
QLFT is simply equivalent with statistical mechanics (cf. [22]) 
becomes mandatory in this approach for the global description of 
both non-relativistic and q relativistic QLFT (cf. 14]). 

Now the global pure states of the q system in the q statis
tical state p are the rays of H , the global bounded observables 
are represented by bounded self-adjoint operators in H , all such 
operators correspond to bounded self-adjoint operators in 4C in a 
unique way [4,5,8]. The expectation value of a bounded global ob
servable ß p generated by the local one В in the global pure state 
4>6Hp is 

<ф|Ь°ф> «Tr p <ф|Вф>д (4.15) 

Observe that the scalar product (4.13) is invariant under 
the action of the unitary symmetry group G of the underlying q 
space-time model. For, if u€G then p and the A-valued inner prod
uct <I>A transform as follows: p' s upu , <$i\$2>h ~ u <4 >i^2 >A u~ " 
Hence, using the property of the trace we have 

<ф 1|ф 2>' - Tr ири'Чкф^Ф^д и" 1 - Тг<Ф 1|Ф 2> д и" up = 

= Tr Р<Ф 1|Ф 2
>
А
 s <Ф1|Фг> (4.16) 

Thus the global state space H is a q relativistically invariant 
object over the q space-time model and all expectation values of 
global observable!in (4.15) are also q relativistically invariant 
quantities (cf. sec. 2, point (é)). G acts as a gauge group in 
the global description of the local q system over the q space-
time model. 

We note that the general aspects of this approach to LFT 
and its connection with Takeuti's set theory are studied in 
more details in [4]. Furthermore the canonical quantization of a 
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CRLFT in terms of a Hilbert module jt consturcted over the q 
space-time model of the second example of the foregoing section 

2 3 (i.e., H = L (IR ) and A is the von Neumann algebra generated by 
?(LZ(IR ))) is formulated in L5,8] with the comparison of this 
approach with the conventional ones (Lagrangian, Nightman's and 
Haag's and Kastler's), and with the study of the global с rela-
tivistlc invariance of the theory. 

Let us illustrate briefly some aspects of this approach 
(which as the conventional one, is admittedly not а с covariant 
one (see the operational definition of the applied q space-time 
in the preceding section) but trivially a q covariant one) for 
the case of a real scalar LFT of n-components ф., ..., ф with 
Lagrangian 

£ = £ 0 +4^ = (£ э д / Ф а - £•£•£> - v(#x ФП) (4.17) 

Then the canonical momentum density it and the canonical energy 
density are 

IT - 5 

о т а 
= Э оФ а, а = 1, ..., п (4.18) 

Тоо " Тоо + Тоо - <1 % * а
 + I 3kVk*a + \ »2# + V < V > 

(4.19) 
к » 1,2,3 

Now we require that let ф and ír be self-adjoint operators in 
Ад (more precisely in the unbounded extention К-д = 4tx A of 
Щ. = 4СвА, where A is the *-algebra of bounded and unbounded 
linear operators in L (IR ) (1&* is a Hilbert sapce over the corn-
lex numbers in the univers V ^ of the 9(L 2( IR3)) -valued model 
of Takeuti [49])) satisfying the (equal time) CCR 

[vV = - «aß«i» [ v V = LW = ° ( 4 , 2 0 ) 

such that the relations 

l*a^k*$J = I^o'^ßJ e Pk^a'*^ - PfclVV' Pk " - i \ (4.21) 
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l W ß j - Pkl*a'V - l akV*ßJ = * k l V V * "^aß^k 6 {A'22) 

be a consequence of (4.20). In (4.20) 6 is the unbounded unit 

operator in A having the well-known integral kernel represen

tation 

6(x - x') = £ k cp^x) Фк(х') (4.23) 

where {qv(x)} is a complete orthonormal basis in L (IR ) . In 
the Schrödinger picture the local time derivative is defined by 
the canonical equations 

*a s = i l Too'*ab *„= iiT^.J (4.24) 

Then a concrete computation using equations (4.19)-(4.22) gives 
that (4.24) is formally equivalent with the field equation (4.2). 
The local time evolution is governed by the local Schrödinger 
equation 

1 Ü • тоо ф ' ф е*А ( 4- 2 5> 

For the solution of (4.20) let us take К equal to L2(IRn) 
2 3 

and let {ф,} be a complete orthonormal basis in L (IR ), generat
ing the "space-like hypersurface" ft in the q space-time on which 
the local fields are prepared. Then the operators 

l e J Pa x фк ' 5k s V ó' "a m £ К * фк * *k * к x 6 

* * (4.26) 
in it? = L2(IR") x A, where a and p are operators in L 2 (IRn) 
satisfying the CCR 

* v %] - - i f i«ß' 'S«' Pß] - [%> V * ° ( 4 - 2 7 ) 

satisfy the CCR (4.20), and the relations (4.21) and (4.22) follow 
with 

V a ' % x pk 6' **h - Pa x Pk6 ( 4 ' 2 8 ) 
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It is obvious that (4.26) does not depend upon the choice of the 
orthonormal basis 1<PL), i.e., this solution is q relativistically 
invariant. Furthermore, one of the advanteges of this local ap-
roach in contrast with the conventional approaches is that the 
solution (4.26) in If* is unique up to A-unitary equivalence [4,5, 
8Jf which is now a consequence of von Neumann's theorem for 
the CCR (4.27). (This statement follows from von Neumann's 
theorem formulated in terms of the universe v ' ' of theP-valued 
model of Takeuti.) Thus the local state space it? is a unique 
mathematical object for describing the local q system with in
finitely many degrees of freedom. 

With (4.26) and (4.28) the Hamiltonian density T Q O in (4.19) 
takes the form 

*oo * l " (I Pa + 1 *l x ( " эк + т а П + V ( V •"' V l x { ( 4 ' 2 9 ) 

ael 
provided that V ^ , ..., ф ) is a polinomial of its variables 
*1' **•' *n* T n e n t n e s o l u t i o n o f t f t e е п е г 9 У density eigenvalue 
equation 

Т о оФ = ЕФ, Ф€аЦ̂  , EGA (4.30) 

are generated by the solutions of the corresponding q mechanical 
problem with Hamiltonian 

» * J/l Pa + 1 *a * ea> + V («l V (4.31) 
where e is a (generalized) eigenvalue 1 1 of the operator (-3^+m2) 
in A, and Litis would mean a significant simplification in the 
solution of a QLFT. The usual methods of q mechanics now can be 
in a clear way adapted to our approcah for seeking the solutions 
of the equation (4.25) or (4.30). Thus the interaction picture 
and the corresponding perturbation theory are also adaptable, and 
it is shown in [5,8] that this approach yields an S-matrix which 
is, term by term, well-defined and finite (i.e., without the 
usual divergences). For example, in the case of QED the theory 
provides a divergence-free (presumably semiconvergent) S-matrix 
completely similar to the conventional one [8]. 
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We mention here that LFT over the cq space-time model of 
Prugovecki is studied, e.g., in [35,36,37.38,40]. 

Finally to this point we conclude that, according to the ob
servation at the beginning of this section, q field theory leads 
to a mathematical representation of an "n-body" system in terms 
of a set of n-coupled q fields (satisfying the operator field 
equations (4.24)Л in a single q space-time with event space H. 
This is the field theoretic meaning of q space-time models. 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

(1) We outlined in this paper the foundations of a quantum rela
tivity theory formulated in terms of the quantum relativity prin
ciple of M. Davis [13]. As in classical relativity theory the 
first objective of this theory should be the construction of a 
q relativistic model of space-time. Thus the first two sections 
of this paper is devoted to this problem. 

Our basic thesis for approaching this problem is that, ac
cording to the philosophical view that space-time is the arena 
of the material processes, and of natural phenomena, the differ
ent physical theories with different operational foundations 
approaching therefore differently the natural phenomena should 
possess different models for space-time. Thus the arena of the 
existence for а с relativistic с particle is the Minkowski space-

4 time M and for а с relativistic q particle is the Minkowski q 
space-time of Prugovecki [34,40]. Then this arena for a q rela
tivistic q particle should be the projecitve space corresponding 
to its defining Hilbert space H (the "canonically quantized 
Minkowski space" in [2]). The main philosophical suggestion of 
this paper is that these different models of space-time are based 
on one another in a successive order according to the hlerarchycal 
order of the corresponding theories. The deepst level of micro-
world (with respect to our present knowledge) should be approached 
by quantum relativity theory. A one more higher level of micro-
world should be described by classical relativistic quantum the
ory and the highest level (our macorscopic environment) is ap-
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proached by classical relativity theory, lie summarized in Table 2 
this suggestion with the corresponding concepts in the pertinent 
theory. 
(2) Certainly the greatest mystery of present-day physics is the 
quark puzzle. The quark supporters consisting of a significant 
part of the international physicist community should like to im
agine the hadrons as the states of somehow confined quakrs. How
ever, this conjecture does not rely on a theory with solid founda
tions as pointed out in a clearcut way by Santilli [43]. As we 
saw in sec. 3, q relativity theory might offer a straightforward 
way for the resolution of this puzzle. One may visualize a q par-

2 3 tide with the configuration space L (IR ) at the cq level as a 
pair of "quarks". Then one could try to model these "quarks" on 
this same level assuming a harmonic oscillator force in between 
the quarks and obtaining in this way the harmonic oscillator model 
of "confined" quarks. However, the point of our proposal is that, 
without this assumption, the quark separation space-time coordi-
diantes fulfil the "quantization condition" (3.21) and in this 
way the quark pair becomes a single q particle "confined" for ever 
inside the meson (extended cq particle). Moreover, as we saw in 
sec. 3, the operational introduction of such a q .particle does not 
need the assumption of the artificial notion of the quark pair (as 
cq point particles) at all. The linear rise of the energy of the q 
particle in (3.19) and the ensueing "confining" force in (3.23) 
would follow from the very essence of the q particle. In contrast 
with the "confined" quark hypothesis, i.e., they should be unob-
servable as individual cq particles, now a q particle would be 
completely observable. Because the observation of a q particle 
amounts to the observation of a complete set of its excited mass 
states, i.e., to the observation of a complete set of cq particles 
with rest masses as, e.g., indicated by (3.30), being at rest in 
the (defining) Lorentz frame L of the q particle. Then these states 

2 3 will span the configuration space L (IR ) of the q particle. 
Therefore we suggest that the "quarks" should be in fact 

identified with the q particles. Furthermore, the gluons as the 
mediators of the interactions among "quarks" in the very fashion
able "QCD" should be identified with the "(g) particles" mediat
ing the interactions among q particles. The pertinent theory of 
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describing the interactions among q particle with the aid of 
mediators would be the field theory inside q space-time, i.e., 
the "first" quantized version of а с field theory, in which, 
roughly speaking, the 4-vector (x , x) is replaced by the oper
ators (x , x) satisfying the commutation rules (3.25). This the-

° ~ 12 
ory will be discussed in a succeeding paper . He note that one 
should expect from this theory that it produces in a natural way 
the cq particle photon, in this way indicating how the totaly 
unitary symmetric (infinitely generated) underlying q space-time 
gives rise to (breaks down) a finitely generated Poincaré sym
metric space-time at a higher level description. 
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FOOTNOTES 

We note that, according to [20], the vectors of H describing 
a q object should be called, in a semantically consistent way, 
predicate vectors and not as "state vectors". For every predicate 
vector I|I in H one may determine whether the q object has that 
predicate. 
2 
However, the actual physical change from one Lorentz frame L to 

another frame L' requires actual measurements of Cartesian coordi
nates with respect to such frames, and in general involves an im
plicit change of coherent subflows of test particles which serve 
as the staring point for the operational definition of such frames. 
Hence in general it entails a corresponding change in coordinate 
probability amplitudes, and consequently also in time ordering, 
thus leading to a concept of microscopic covariance that Is defined 
exclusively in terms of a change in the coordinate probability 
amplitudes for all flows of cq test particles. 

Following from our postulate, x may be called the proper time 
observable of the q particle. These two notions, i.e., the coor
dinate time and proper time, would coincide in this q relativistic 
space-time model. 
4 л 

The mathematical subtlety as to the self-adjointness of x in 
(3.20) is studied in details in [2] and found that x Q can be 
represented with a bona fide self-adjoint operator which is a 
rotationally invariant combination of x« and ~1VX and has a form 
similar to the symmetric operator in (3.20), which in spherical 
coordinates has the form x » + i1i _• |r r * + Л (-|y • j) , i.e., 
it is proportional to the radial component of the 3-momentuir 
£ ~iv s. 
5 

Relation (3.22) can still be read as follows. The smaller the 
дг, the greater the Дх 0 and vice versa, i.e., if the ф for which 
Ar (» <5(ф, г)) means the spread of r is highly concentrated near 
to a point then the lifetime of ф is nearly infinite. In other 
words, the less smeard the cq particle corresponding to ф, the 
longer its life-time. 
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б 
Note again that we dropped the Lorentz symmetries (thus the 

Lorentz metric g ) , in this q model building of space-^time, from 
the symmetries of the q particle because of their non-compatibil
ity with concepts (a) and (c). We only retained the rotational 
symmetries in 3-space in accordance with the results of Prugovetiki. 
For baryons, we envisage three quarks with configuration space 
4 4 4 M x И x M . In the model, in that case, we replace this system 

with a system consisting of one cq particle with mass m and two 
q particles with mass operators m, and nu, respectively. The cor-

4 О Ч 2 3 responding configuraton space is И х LZ(IR ) 0 L (BR ) , and the 
(mass) observable is M =(m +т 1+т 2) = m 0+m 1+m 2+2m 0(m 1+m2)+2m 1m2. 

8 In the construction of the characteristic observables of the q 
particle we used only the rotation group 0(3) from the old space-
time symmetry group. In the с relativistic quark model the minimal 
space-time symmetry group of confined quarks is also the group 0(3) 
as was pointed out by Kim et al.[29]. 

9 
The locality principle in LFT operationally means that all in

formations are eventually obtained via local measurements. Thus 
operationally one can measure, in fact, only the local observables 
of the system and global observables are attached to the system 
by integrating over the information obtained locally from the sys
tem. This principle is reflected in a natural manner by the mathe
matical apparatus of CRLFT, in complet agreement with the с ope
rational ity and с locality. However, in conventional QLPT M 4 does 
not have a (q) operational meaning,it is considered only as par
ameter space. Thus locality in this theory does not have a mean
ing expressible in (q) operational terms. This impasse probably is 
deeply related to the assumption that the local and global observ
ables belong to the same representation space and eventually giv
ing rise to the ill mathematical apparatus of this theory. 
° The CCR (4.21) manifestly formulates .the "local commutativity 
principle" in q relativity theory. For, this principle in this 
theory reads as follower The local observable« of the q system 
should commute in different points of a "space-like hypersurface" 
ß of q space-time. (This principle is now a stochastic rather 
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than deterministic taking into consideration the stochastic char
acter of the points (q events) of Q, and is in accordance with 
the stochastic Mlcrocausality condition of Prugovec'ki [36,40] in
troduced in the stochastic QFT frasttwork.) If 3 and f are two 
points of 12(£ ̂  f) then by (4.8) we obtain that [* (3) , tgif) J=0 
and generally [ F x (3), F 2 (f) ] « О for two local observables Fj and 
F 2 in 4^.. 

1 1 Cf. [9] p. 40. 
12 

In the second part of the paper [2]. 
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TABLE 1 

Special relativity Quantum theory 

4 
Inertial frame in M 

Boolean frame £> in ?(H) 

4 
Poincaré transformation in M Unitary transformation (e.g., 

Fourier transformation) in H 

Poincaré group in, M Unitary group in H 

u 4 Space-time vector х ие М State vector ye.H 

Minkowski metric in И : Hubert space metric in H: 

°2«>2 - <*i-í>2 - I k и = < Ф | Ф > , ^ 1 | Ф 2 > 

-(x^-x 2) 2 - ( хз" х3 ) 2 



TABLE 2 

CLASSICAL RELATIVTSTIC 
CLASSICAL LEVEL 

deterministic geometry (c diff. manifold) 
с reference frame (deterministic Lorentz frame) 
с relativity (deterministic Poincaré group) 
с particles (mass points along deterministic world 

lines) 
с mechanics (deterministic equations for motion 

with parameter mass and continuous 
energies 

с field theory (deterministic fields over a 
single с space-time) 

CLASSICAL RELATIVIST1С 
QUANTUM LEVEL 

stochastic geometry (cq diff. manifold) 
cq reference frame (stochastic Lorentz frame) 
cq relativity (stochastic Poincaré group) 
cq particles ("elementary particles", photons, 

W-bosons ) 
cq mechanics (energy eigenvalue problem with 

parameter mean time and parameter 
deterministic mass) 

cq field theory (quantized fields over a single cq 
space-time) 

QUANTUM RELATIVISTIC 
QUANTUM LEVEL 

projective geometry (q manifold) 
q reference frame (Boolean frame) 
q relativity (unitary group) 
q particles ("quarks", "gluons") 
q mechanics (mass eigenvalue problem with operator 

time) 
q field theory (d) q fields \.depending on the co

ordinate time-space operators) in
side a single q space-time 
(2) canonically quantized fields 
(depending on the vectors of events) 
over a single q зрасе-tj.me) 
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